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Abstract. We give a new characterization of primitive permutation
groups tied to the notion of completely reachable automata. Also, we
introduce sync-maximal permutation groups tied to the state complex-
ity of the set of synchronizing words of certain associated automata.
Furthermore, we state several sufficient criteria which give automata for
which the state complexity of the set of synchronizing words is maximal.
One such criterion applies to a family of automata from the literature
for which this was only conjectured. Hence, we solve an open open and
give a wealth of additional automata with this property. Lastly, we define
k-reachable groups in analogy with synchronizing groups.
Keywords: finite automata · synchronization · completely reachable au-
tomata · primitive permutation group · state complexity
1 Introduction
A deterministic semi-automaton is synchronizing if it admits a reset word, i.e.,
a word which leads to some definite state, regardless of the starting state. This
notion has a wide range of applications, from software testing, circuit synthe-
sis, communication engineering and the like, see [20, 23]. The famous Cˇerny´
conjecture [8] states that a minimal synchronizing word has at most quadratic
length. We refer to the mentioned survey articles for details. An automaton is
completely reachable, if for each subset of states we can find a word which maps
the whole state set onto this subset. This is a generalization of synchronizability,
as a synchronizing word maps the whole state set to a singleton set. The class
of completely reachable automata was formally introduced in [5], but already
in [9, 15] such automata appear in the results. The time complexity of decid-
ing if a given automaton is completely reachable is unknown. A sufficient and
necessary criterion for complete reachability of a given automaton in terms of
graphs and their connectivity is known [6], but it is not known if these graphs
could be constructed in polynomial time. A special case of the general graph
construction, which gives a sufficient criterion for complete reachability [5], is
known to be constructible in polynomial time [10]. The size of a minimal au-
tomaton accepting a given regular language is called the state complexity of that
language. The set of synchronizing words of a given automaton is a regular ideal
language whose state complexity is at most exponential in the size of the origi-
nal automaton [15, 16]. The Cˇerny´ family of automata [8], a family of automata
yielding a quadratic lower bound for the length of shortest synchronizing words,
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is completely reachable, but also the set of synchronizing words has maximal
state complexity [15, 16]. These properties are shared by many families of au-
tomata that are also slowly synchronizing [1, 2, 15, 16]. The notion of primitive
permutation groups could be traced back to work by Galois [17] on the solu-
bility of equations by radicals. Nowadays, it is a core notion of the theory of
permutation groups [7].
Outline and our Contribution: In Section 2 we give definitions and state
known results we will need. Then, in Section 3, we give a general criterion for
completely reachable automata to deduce that the set of synchronizing words has
maximal state complexity, which yields a polynomial time decision procedure. In
Section 4, we introduce a new characterization of primitive permutation groups,
motivated by work on synchronizing and completely reachable automata and on
detecting properties of permutation groups by functions [3, 4, 5, 9]. We also relate
this to the notion of the state complexity of the set of synchronizing words. The
Cˇerny´ family of automata, the first given family yielding a lower bound for the
length of synchronizing words, is completely reachable and its set of synchroniz-
ing words has maximal state complexity. But these properties are also shared by
a wealth of different slowly synchronizing automata [1, 2, 15, 16]. Motivated by
this, we introduce the class of sync-maximal permutation groups and show that
they fit between the 2-homogeneous and the primitive groups. In Section 5, we
apply the results from Section 3 to give more specific sufficient criteria. We apply
these to solve an open problem; we confirm a conjecture concerning the maxi-
mal state complexity of the set of synchronizing words for a family of automata
from [16]. Lastly, in Section 6 we introduce k-reachable groups motivated by our
investigations and the definition of synchronizing groups [4]. We show that for
almost all k, only the symmetric and alternating groups are k-reachable.
2 Preliminaries and Definitions
General Notions: Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku be a finite set of symbols, called an
alphabet. The set Σ˚ denotes the set of all finite sequences, i.e., of all words or
strings. The finite sequence of length zero, or the empty word, is denoted by ε. We
set Σ` “ Σ˚ztεu. For a given word w P Σ˚, we denote by |w| its length. Subsets
of Σ˚ are called languages. With N0 “ t0, 1, 2, . . .u we denote the set of natural
numbers, including zero, and N “ N0zt0u. By Z “ t. . . ,´3,´2,´1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .u
we denote the integers. For n ą 0 we set rns “ t0, . . . , n ´ 1u and r0s “ H. If
a, b P Z and b ‰ 0, by a mod b we denote the unique number 0 ď r ă b with
a “ qb` r for some q P Z. For some set X by PpXq we denote the power set of
X , i.e, the set of all subsets of X . Every function f : X Ñ Y induces a function
fˆ : PpXq Ñ PpY q by setting fˆpZq :“ tfpzq | z P Zu. Here, we will denote this
extension also by f . Let k ě 1. A k-subset Y Ď X is a finite set of cardinality k.
For functions f : AÑ B and g : C Ñ B, the functional composition fg : C Ñ A
is the function pfgqpxq “ fpgpxqq, i.e., the function on the right is applied first1.
Automata-Theoretic Notions: A finite deterministic and complete automa-
ton will be denoted by A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q with δ : Q ˆ Σ Ñ Q the state
transition function, Q a finite set of states, s0 P Q the start state and F Ď Q the
1 In group theory usually the other convention is adopted, but we stick to the conven-
tion most often seen in formal language theory
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set of final states. The properties of being deterministic and complete are implied
by the definition of δ as a total function. The transition function δ : QˆΣ Ñ Q
could be extended to a transition function on words δ˚ : Q ˆ Σ˚ Ñ Q by
setting δ˚ps, εq :“ s and δ˚ps, waq :“ δpδ˚ps, wq, aq for s P Q, a P Σ and
w P Σ˚. In the remainder we drop the distinction between both functions
and will also denote this extension by δ. For S Ď Q and w P Σ˚, we write
δpS,wq “ tδps, wq | s P Su and δ´1pS,wq “ tq P Q | δpq, wq P Su. The language
accepted by A “ pΣ,S, δ, s0, F q is LpA q “ tw P Σ
˚ | δps0, wq P F u. A language
L Ď Σ˚ is called regular if L “ LpA q for some finite automaton A . For a lan-
guage L Ď Σ˚ and u, v P Σ˚ we define the Nerode right-congruence with respect
to L by u ”L v if and only if @x P Σ : ux P L Ø vx P L. The equivalence class
for some w P Σ˚ is denoted by rws”L :“ tx P Σ
˚ | x ”L wu. A language is
regular if and only if the above right-congruence has finite index, and it could
be used to define the minimal deterministic automaton AL “ pΣ,Q, δ, rεs”L, F q
with Q :“ trws”L | w P Σ
˚u, δprws”L , aq :“ rwas”L for a P Σ, w P Σ
˚ and
F :“ trws”L | w P Lu. It is indeed the smallest automaton accepting L in
terms of states, and we will refer to this construction as the minimal automa-
ton [11] of L. The state complexity of a regular language is defined as the number
of Nerode right-congruence classes. We will denote this number by scpLq. Let
A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be an automaton. A state q P Q is reachable, if q “ δps0, uq
for some u P Σ˚. We also say that a state q is reachable from a state q1 if
q “ δpq1, uq for some u P Σ˚. Two states q, q1 are distinguishable, if there ex-
ists u P Σ such that |tδpq, uq, δpq1, uqu X F | “ 1. An automaton for a regular
language is isomorphic to the minimal automaton if and only if all states are
reachable and distinguishable [11]. A semi-automaton A “ pΣ,Q, δq is like an
ordinary automaton, but without a designated start state and without a set of
final states. Sometimes we will also call a semi-automaton simply an automaton
if the context makes it clear what is meant. Also, definitions without explicit
reference to a start state and a set of final states are also valid for automata.
Let A “ pΣ,Q, δq be a finite semi-automaton. A word w P Σ˚ is called syn-
chronizing if δpq, wq “ δpq1, wq for all q, q1 P Q, or equivalently |δpQ,wq| “ 1.
Set SynpA q “ tw P Σ˚ | |δpQ,wq| “ 1u. The power automaton (for synchroniz-
ing words) associated to A is PA “ pΣ,PpQq, δ, Q, F q with start state Q, final
states F “ ttqu | q P Qu and the transition function of PA is the transition
function of A , but applied to subsets of states. Then, as observed in [22], the
automaton PA accepts the set of synchronizing words, i.e., LpPA q “ SynpA q.
As for tqu P F , we also have δptqu, xq P F for each x P Σ˚, the states in F could
all be merged to a single state to get an accepting automaton for SynpA q. Also,
the empty set is not reachable from Q. Hence scpSynpA qq ď 2|Q| ´ |Q| and this
bound is sharp [15, 16]. We call A completely reachable if for any non-empty
S Ď Q there exists a word w P Σ˚ with δpQ,wq “ S, i.e., in the power au-
tomaton, every state is reachable from the start state. When we say a subset of
states in A is reachable, we mean reachability in PA . The state complexity of
SynpA q is maximal, i.e., scpSynpA qq “ 2|Q|´|Q|, if and only if all subsets S Ď Q
with |S| ě 2 are reachable and at least one singleton subset of Q, and all these
states are distinguishable in PA . For strongly connected automata, i.e., those for
which all pairs of states are reachable from each other, the state complexity of
SynpA q is maximal iff A is completely reachable and all S Ď Q with |S| ě 2 are
distinguishable in PA (note here F “ ttqu | q P Qu, hence |ttqu, Su X F | “ 1).
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Transformations and Permutation Groups: Let n ě 0. Denote by Sn the
symmetric group on rns, the group of all permutations of rns. A permutation
group (of degree n) is a subgroup of Sn. For n ą 1, the alternating group is the
unique subgroup of size n!{2 in Sn, see [7]. The orbit of an element i P rns for
a permutation group G is the set tgpiq | g P Gu. A permutation group G over
rns is primitive, if it preserves no non-trivial equivalence relation2 on rns, i.e.,
for no non-trivial equivalence relation „Ď rns ˆ rns we have p „ q if and only
if gppq „ gpqq for all g P G and p, q P rns. A permutation group G over rns is
called k -homogeneous for some k ě 1, if for any two k-subsets S, T of Q, there
exists g P G such that gpSq “ T . A transitive permutation group is the same
as a 1-homogeneous permutation group. Note that here, all permutation groups
with n ď 2 are primitive, and for n ą 2 every primitive group is transitive.
Because of this, some authors exclude the trivial group for n “ 2 from being
primitive. A permutation group G over rns is called k -transitive for some k ě 1,
if for any two tuples pp1, . . . , pkq, pq1, . . . , qkq P rns
k, there exists g P G such that
pgpp1q, . . . , gppkqq “ pq1, . . . , gkq. By Tn we denote the set of all mapping on rns.
A submonoid of Tn for some n is called a transformation monoid. If the set U
is a submonoid (or a subgroup) of Tn (or Sn) we denote this by U ď Tn (or
U ď Sn). For a set A Ď Tn (or A Ď Sn) we denote by xAy the submonoid (or the
subgroup) generated by A. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δq be an automaton and for w P Σ˚
define δw : QÑ Q by δwpqq “ δpq, wq for all q P Q. Then, we can associate with
A the transformation monoid of the automaton TA “ tδw | w P Σ
˚u, where we
can identify Q with rns for n “ |Q|. Seeing the letters as transformations of the
state set, TA “ xΣy. The rank of a map f : rns Ñ rns is the cardinality of its
image. For a given automaton, seeing a word as a transformation of its state set,
the rank of the word is the rank of this transformation.
Known Results: We need the following result from [9].
Proposition 1. [9] Let A “ pΣ,Q, δq be a finite automaton with n states.
Suppose we have two letters a, b P Σ such that a has rank n ´ 1 and b is a
permutation with a single orbit. Choose s, t P Q and 0 ă d ă |Q| such that
δpQ, aq “ Qztsu, |δ´1pt, aq| “ 2 and δps, bdq “ t. If d and n are coprime, then
for every non-empty set S Ď Q of size k, there exists a word wS of length at
most npn´ kq such that δpQ,wSq “ S.
The next result appears in [3] and despite it was never clearly spelled out by
Rystsov himself, it is implicitly present in arguments used in [19].
Theorem 1. (Rystsov) [3, 19] A permutation group on rns is primitive if and
only if for every map f : rns Ñ rns of rank n ´ 1, the transformation monoid
xGY fy contains a constant map.
In [5] a sufficient criterion for complete reachability was given. It is based on
the following graph construction associated to a transformation monoid or an
automaton.
Definition 1. [5] Let A “ pΣ,Q, δq be a semi-automaton. Then, we define the
graph Γ1pA q “ pQ,Eq with vertex set Q and edge set
E “ tpp, qq | Dw P Σ˚ : p R δpQ,wq, |δ´1pq, wq| “ 2, w has rank |Q| ´ 1u.
2 The trivial equivalence relations on rns are rns ˆ rns and tpx, xq | x P rnsu.
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For transformation monoids M ď Tn, a similar definition Γ1pMq applies.
The construction was extended in [6] to give a sufficient and necessary crite-
rion. In [10] it was shown that Γ1pA q could be computed in polynomial time.
Theorem 2. [5] Let A “ pΣ,Q, δq. Then A is completely reachable, if Γ1pA q “
pQ,Eq is strongly connected.
3 General Results
If we know that a given semi-automaton is completely reachable, we can decide
in polynomial time if the state complexity of the set of synchronizing words is
maximal. The key to this result is the next lemma.
Lemma 1. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δq be a completely reachable semi-automaton with n
states. Then scpSynpA qq “ 2n´n if and only if all 2-sets of states are pairwise
distinguishable in PA .
Hence, we only need to check for all pair states tp, qu with p ‰ q in the power
automaton if they are all distinguishable to each other. This could be done in
polynomial time.
Corollary 1. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δq be a completely reachable semi-automaton with
n states. Then we can decide in polynomial time if scpSynpA qq “ 2n ´ n.
4 Perm. Groups and the State Compl. of SynpA q
An automaton is synchronizing, precisely if its transformation monoid contains
a constant mapping. Hence, the next result is a strengthening of Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. A finite permutation group G ď Symprnsq with n ě 3 is primi-
tive, if and only if for every transformation f : rns Ñ rns of rank n ´ 1, the
transformation semigroup xGY tfuy is completely reachable.
Proof. First, suppose G is a permutation group on rns that is not primitive.
Then n ě 3. Let pi be a non-trivial partition of rns respected by G. Take any
two distinct points p, q in a class of pi and define a map f : rns Ñ rns by letting
fpxq “
"
q if x “ p,
x if x ‰ p.
Then f is a transformation of rank n ´ 1 which acts as the identical map on
the quotient set Ω{pi. Hence the transformation monoid generated by G and f
acts on Ω{pi exactly as does G. In particular, if A “ gprnsq for g P xG Y tfuy,
then |A| ě |Ω{pi|, so that no subsets of cardinality strictly less than |Ω{pi| are
reachable.
Conversely, let G be a primitive permutation group on Ω. Take any transfor-
mation monoidM generated by G and a transformation of rank n´1. If pp, qq is
an edge of the graph Γ1pMq, then for each g P G, the pair pgppq, gpqqq also con-
stitutes an edge of Γ1pMq. Since G is transitive, we see that every element in rns
has an outgoing edge in Γ1pMq. This clearly implies that Γ1pMq has a directed
cycle, and by the definition of Γ1pMq this cycle is not a loop. Assume Γ1pMq is
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not strongly connected. The partition of Γ1pMq into strongly connected compo-
nents induces a partition pi of rns which is nontrivial, since Γ1pMq has a directed
cycle which is not a loop. As G preserves the edges of Γ1pMq, if we have a path
between any two vertices, we also have a path between their images. Hence G
respects pi, which is not possible as G is primitive by assumption. So Γ1pMq
must be strongly connected. Then M is completely reachable by Theorem 2. [\
Remark 1. For finite permutation groups, Theorem 1, Theorem 2, Higman’s orbital
graph characterization of primitivity and the fact that, for finite orbital graphs, con-
nectedness implies strongly connectedness (please see [7] for these notions) could be
used to give another proof of Theorem 3.
Because our main motivation comes from the theory of automata, let us state
a variant of Theorem 3 formulated in terms of automata.
Corollary 2. Let n ě 0. Suppose G “ xg1, . . . , gky ď Symprnsq. Then G is
primitive if and only if for every transformation f : rns Ñ rns of rank n´ 1, the
semi-automaton A “ pΣ,Q, δq with Σ “ tg1, . . . , gk, fu, Q “ rns and δpm, gq “
gpmq for g P Σ is completely reachable.
Let A “ pΣ,Q, δq be a strongly connected semi-automaton. Then A is
completely reachable, if SynpA q has maximal state complexity.
Proposition 2. Let G “ xg1, . . . , gky ď Sn be a permutation group and f :
rns Ñ rns a non-permutation. Set Σ “ tg1, . . . , gk, fu and A “ pΣ, rns, δq with
δpm, gq “ gpmq for m P rns and g P Σ. If n ą 2 and scpSynpA qq “ 2n ´ n, then
G is transitive and A completely reachable.
Remark 2. For n “ 2, if G only contains the identity transformation, then adding
any non-permutation gives an automaton such that the set of synchronizing words has
state complexity two, but it is not completely reachable nor is G transitive. Also note
that the assumption scpSynpA qq “ 2n ´ n implies that f must have rank n ´ 1, for
otherwise sets of size n´ 1 are not reachable.
Definition 2. A permutation group G “ xg1, . . . , gky ď Sn is called sync-
maximal, if for any map f : rns Ñ rns of rank n ´ 1, for the automaton
A “ pΣ, rns, δq with Σ “ tg1, . . . , gk, fu and δpm, gq “ gpmq for m P rns and
g P Σ, we have scpSynpA qq “ 2n ´ n,
As written, the definition involves a specific set of generators for G. But the
resulting transformation monoids are equal for different generators and we can
write one set of generators in terms of another. So reachability of subsets and
distinguishability of subsets is preserved by a change of generators. Hence, the
definition is actually independent of the specific choice of generators for G. This
might be different if we are concerned with the length of shortest words to reach
certain subsets, but that is not part of the definition.
Proposition 3. Every sync-maximal permutation group is primitive.
Remark 3. By case analysis, note that for n ď 2 every group is sync-maximal. But
note that how we chose the definition of primitivity, for n ď 2 also every permutation
group is primitive. See the explanations in Section 2.
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Next, we relate the condition that the set of synchronizing words has maximal
state complexity to the notion of 2-homogeneity. But, as shown in Example 1,
we do not get a characterization of 2-homogeneity similar to Theorem 3.
Proposition 4. If G ď Sn is 2-homogeneous, then G is sync-maximal.
The next example shows that the converse of Proposition 4 does not hold.
Example 1. Let g “ p0 1 2 3 4q and G “ xgy. Then, as it is a cycle of prime length,
G is primitive. So, by Theorem 3, for any f : rns Ñ rns the transformation semigroup
xG, fy is completely reachable. Also, we show scpSynpA qq “ 2n ´ n. But G is not
2-homogeneous. We have two orbits on the 2-sets:
A “ tt1, 2u, t2, 3u, t3, 4u, t4, 0u, t0, 1uu and B “ tt0, 2u, t1, 3u, t2, 4u, t3, 0u, t4, 1uu.
Let f : rns Ñ rns be any map of rank n´ 1. Without loss of generality, we can assume
fp0q “ fp1q. Then, two distinct 2-sets are distinguishable, if one could be mapped to
t0, 1u, but not the other, as a final application of f gives that one is mapped to a
singleton, but not the other. First, note that all 2-sets in A are distinguishable, as for
each tx, yu P A we find a unique 0 ď k ă |A| such that gkptz, vuq “ t0, 1u if and only
if tz, vu “ tx, yu for each tz, vu P A, as g permutes A. If we have any tx, yu P B such
that fptx, yuq P A, then all sets in B are distinguishable. For if tz, uu P B there exists
a unique gk with 0 ď k ă |B|, gkptz, uuq “ tx, yu and tz1, u1ugk ‰ tx, yu for each other
tz1, u1u P Bzttz, uuu. As t0, 1u R B and f is injective on t1, 2, 3, 4u and on t0, 2, 3, 4u, f is
injective on B. Hence fpgkptz1, u1uq ‰ fpgkptz, uuqq for the previously chosen tz, uu P B
and tz1, u1u P Bzttz, uuu. Now, choose gl such that glpfpgkptz, uuqqq “ t0, 1u. In any
case, i.e., whether fpgkptz1, u1uqq is in B or in A, we have glpfpgkptz1, u1uqqq ‰ t0, 1u.
So, all 2-sets in A are distinguishable and all 2-sets in B. That a 2-set from A is
distinguishable from any 2-set in B is clear, as we can map the 2-set from A to t0, 1u
by a power of g, and the one from B would not be mapped to t0, 1u. Lastly, we show
that we must have some tx, yu P B with fptx, yuq P A, which gives the claim. Consider
the sets t0, 2u, t0, 3u, t1, 4u and t1, 3u from B and suppose their images are all contained
in B, i.e., ttfp0q, fp2qu, tfp0q, fp3qu, tfp0q, fp4quu Ď B. But in B at most two sets share
an element, hence |tfp2q, fp3q, fp4qu| ď 2, which is not possible as f has rank n ´ 1
and we already have fp0q “ fp1q. So, some image of these three sets must be in A. [\
5 Automata over Binary Alphabets
Here, we take a closer look at automata over a binary alphabet. Our first lemma
is a result of how the letters act on automata with at least n ą 2 many states,
if we can reach every subset of size n´ 1. In particular, it applies to completely
reachable automata for n ą 2 and also yields that over binary alphabets, if the
set of synchronizing words has maximal state complexity, then the automaton
is completely reachable Lastly, in Proposition 5 and Proposition 7, we state two
sufficient conditions which imply that the set of synchronizing words has maximal
state complexity for automata having two letters, one of rank n´1 and the other
permuting the states in a single cycle. Both conditions entail all known cases of
automata over a binary alphabets for which the set of synchronizing words has
maximal state complexity [15, 16]. Also we solve an open problem posed in [16]
concerning a family of automata for which this was only conjectured.
Lemma 2. Let Σ “ ta, bu be a binary alphabet and A “ pΣ,Q, δq a finite semi-
automaton with n ą 2 states. Then, the following conditions are equivalent:
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1. every subset of size n´ 1 is reachable,
2. exactly one letter acts as a cyclic permutation with a single orbit and the
other letter has rank n´ 1.
Remark 4. In Lemma 2, we need n ą 2. For let A “ pta, bu, tp, qu, δq with δpp, aq “
δpq, aq “ q and δpp, bq “ δpq, bq “ p. Then A is completely reachable, but no letter
acts as a non-trivial permutation.
As transitive permutation groups of prime degree, i.e., those generated by a
cycle of prime length, are primitive, by Theorem 3, the non-permutation letter
from Lemma 2 obeys no further restriction than collapsing exactly two states,
i.e., any such letter will give a completely reachable automaton. In this sense,
Lemma 2 states the form of these automata as precisely as possible, at least if
the number of states is a prime number.
Corollary 3. Let Σ be a binary alphabet and A “ pΣ,Q, δq a semi-automaton
with n ą 2 states. If scpSynpA qq “ 2n ´ n, then A is completely reachable.
Remark 5. The statement of Corollary 3 does not hold for automata with two states.
For let A “ pta, bu, tp, qu, δq with δpp, aq “ q “ δpq, aq and δpp, bq “ p, δpq, bq “ q. Then
SynpA q “ tbmau | m ě 0, u P ta, bu˚u. So scpSynpA qq “ 2. But A is not completely
reachable, as for w P ta, bu˚ we have δptp, qu, wq ‰ tpu.
Proposition 5. Let ta, bu Ď Σ and suppose A “ pΣ,Q, δq has n states. Assume
the letter b permutes the states with a single orbit and the letter a has rank n´1.
Then all 2-sets are distinguishable in PA , if we can find a state q P Q and a
number d ą 0 coprime to n such that for each 0 ă m ă n we3 either have
δpq, bmaq “ δpq, abn`m´dq (1)
or, but only in case m is not divisible by d,
δpq, abrq “ δpq, bmaq or δpq, bmabrq “ δpq, aq (2)
for some number 0 ď r ă n divisible by d.
In the formulation of Proposition 5, we have r ą 0, as in this case m ‰ 0.
Also, note that δpq, bmabrq “ δpq, aq is equivalent with δpq, abn´rq “ δpq, bmaq,
as for any states s, t P Q and 0 ď k ă n we have δps, bkq “ t if any only
if δpt, bn´kq “ s, as δps, bnq “ s. With Proposition 5, we can solve an open
problem from [16]. For n ą 5, define the automata4 Kn “ pΣ, rns, δq, introduced
in [16], with
δpi, bq “ i` 1 for i P t0, . . . , n´ 2u, and δpn´ 1, bq “ 0;
δpi, aq “ i` 1 for i P t1, . . . , n´ 3u, δpn´ 1, aq “ 0, δpn´ 2, aq “ 1, δp0, aq “ 3.
Please see Example 2 for an illustration of this automata family. In [16], it was
conjectured that scpSynpKnqq “ 2
n´n for every odd n ą 5. With Proposition 5,
together with Proposition 1 and Lemma 1, we can confirm this.
3 Note that 0 ă m ă n implies δpq, bmq ‰ q. Also note that we added n on the right
hand side to account for values d ą 1. In Proposition 7 we only subtract one from
the exponent of b, which is always non-zero and strictly smaller than n, and so we do
not needed this “correction for the b-cycle” in case of resulting negative exponents.
4 I slightly changed the numbering of the states with respect to the action of the letter
a compared to [16].
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Proposition 6. Let n ą 5 be odd. Then we have scpSynpKnqq “ 2
n ´ n.
Also, let us state another sufficient criterion for maximal state complexity of
the set of synchronizing words. It resembles Proposition 5, but it only requires
that we can reduce the “cyclic distance” for all states which are no more than
tn{2u ` 1 steps away from some specific state. But, it does now allow an alter-
native condition for the application of the letter a along these states as in the
previous proposition (which was necessary to encompass examples like Kn), but
only that it reduces the distance as stated.
Proposition 7. Let Σ “ ta, bu and suppose A “ pΣ,Q, δq has n states and is
completely reachable with the letter a having rank n´1 and the letter b permuting
the states with a single orbit. Then scpSynpA qq “ 2n ´ n if we can find a state
q P Q such that for all 0 ď m ď tn{2u´ 1 we have
δpq, bm`1aq “ δpq, abmq. (3)
Example 2. Please see Figure 1 for the automata families. The automata Cn gives
the Cˇerny´ family, the automata Ln, Vn, Fn and Kn where introduced in [1, 15, 16].
There, except for Kn, it was established that in each case (for Fn only if n is odd and
n ą 3) the set of synchronizing words has maximal state complexity. Note that our
results, namely Proposition 5, together with Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 also give this
result. Additionally, to illustrate that the scope of our results is much wider, with Un
we introduce a new family of automata for n ě 2, which is completely reachable and
scpSynpUnqq “ 2
n ´ n. Set Un “ pta, bu, rns, δq, where
δpi, bq “ i` 1 for i P t0, . . . , n´ 2u, and δpn´ 1, bq “ 0;
δpi, aq “ n´ 3` i mod n for i P t1, . . . , n´ 1u, δp0, aq “ n´ 2.
Then, for all 0 ď m ă n, we have δp0, bm`1aq “ δp0, abmq. So, by Proposition 7, we
have scpSynpUnqq “ 2
n ´ n.
6 k-Reachable Permutation Groups
A permutation group G ď Sn is called synchronizing, if for any non-permutation
the transformation monoid xG Y tfuy contains a constant map. This notion
was introduced in [4]. For further information on synchronizing groups and its
relation to the Cˇerny´ conjecture, see the survey [3]. In [3], the question was
asked to detect properties of permutation groups by functions. Theorem 3 and
Theorem 1 are in this vain. Note that every synchronizing group is primitive [4],
but not conversely [18]. By Theorem 3, primitive groups have the property that
if we add any function of rank n ´ 1 every non-empty subset is reachable. So,
a natural question to ask is, if we add any function of rank n ´ k, k ą 0, are
all conceivable subsets, i.e., those of size n´ k, n´ 2k, . . . and so on, reachable?
And what groups do we get, if we assume this property?
Definition 3. A permutation group over the finite set rns with n ą 1 is called
k-reachable, if for any map f : rns Ñ rns of rank n´ k all subsets of cardinality
n´ k, n´ 2k, . . . , n´ prn{ks´ 1q ¨ k
are reachable, i.e., we have some transformation in the transformation monoid
generated by G and f which maps rns to any such set.
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Fig. 1. Families of automata whose sets of synchronizing words have maximal state
complexity. Please see Example 2 for explanation.
By Theorem 3, the 1-reachable group are precisely the primitive groups. Also
note that pn´ 1q-reachable is the same as transitivity.
Proposition 8. A k-reachable permutation group is k-homogeneous.
The reverse implication does not hold in the previous proposition. For exam-
ple, we find 1-homogeneous, i.e., transitive groups, which are not 1-reachable,
i.e., primitive by Theorem 3. By a result of Livingstone and Wagner [12, 14], for
5 ď k ď n{2 a k-homogeneous permutation group of degree n is k-transitive, and
for k ď n{2 a k-homogeneous permutation group is also pk ´ 1q-homogeneous.
As 2-homogeneity implies synchronizability [3], combined with the fact that k-
homogeneity is equivalent with pn´kq-homogeneity, a k-reachable group for any
1 ă k ă n ´ 1 is synchronizable and we get the next statement together with
our previous results.
Proposition 9. A k-reachable permutation group of degree n for 1 ă k ă n´ 1
is synchronizable. For k “ 1 we have precisely the primitive permutation groups,
and for k “ n´ 1 precisely the permutation groups which are transitive in their
action.
For k P t2, 3, 4u the non-k-transitive but k-homogeneous groups where deter-
mined by Kantor [13]. A list of all possible k-transitive groups of finite degree
for k ě 2 could be found in [7]. For k ě 6 the only cases are the symmetric
group or the alternating group. So, if we want to formulate a stronger version
of Theorem 3 by assuming k-reachability for all 1 ď k ď n, for n ě 6 only the
symmetric and the alternating group fulfill this condition.
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Proposition 10. If a permutation group of degree n ě 6 is k-reachable for all
1 ď k ď n´ 1, then it is either the symmetric group or the alternating group.
Or to be more specific.
Proposition 11. If a permutation group of degree n is k-reachable for 6 ď k ď
n´ 6, then it is either the symmetric or the alternating group.
Note that the classification of the k-transitive groups of finite degree for k ą 1
cited above relies on the classification of the finite simple groups, see [21] for an
account of this important and highly non-trivial result.
7 Conclusion
We have given a new characterization for primitive permutation groups. In an
analogous way, with the property that the set of synchronizing words has maxi-
mal state complexity, we have introduced the class of sync-maximal permutation
groups. We have shown that the sync-maximal permutation groups are primi-
tive and that 2-homogenous groups are sync-maximal, but not conversely. More
results on the structure of these permutation groups would be highly interesting
and might be the goal of future investigations. Also, for future investigations,
their relation to the synchronizing groups, as introduced in [4], is of interest,
as synchronizing groups lie strictly between the 2-homogenous and primitive
groups [3, 4, 18]. Also, we took a closer look at completely reachable automata
over binary alphabets. We have given sufficient conditions for completely reach-
able automata over binary alphabets to also have the property that their sets of
synchronizing words have maximal state complexity. Our conditions yield that
this property is true for a family of automata for which this was previously only
conjectured. Lastly, we introduced k-reachable permutation groups. But for most
k these do not give any groups beside the symmetric and alternating groups. A
more close investigation and characterization of these groups for k P t2, 3, 4u is
still open.
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8 Appendix
Here we collect some proofs not given in the main text.
8.1 Proof of Lemma 1 (See page 5)
Lemma 1. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δq be a completely reachable semi-automaton with n
states. Then scpSynpA qq “ 2n´n if and only if all 2-sets of states are pairwise
distinguishable in PA .
Proof. In PA , for the singleton
5 sets we have, for each w P Σ˚, that |δptqu, wq| “
1. Hence, no two singleton sets could be distinguished in PA . Two states that
could not be distinguished are also called equivalent, and could be merged to
give an automaton accepting the same language [11]. Looking at the definition of
PA , we find, for completely reachable A , that scpSynpA qq “ 2
n´ n if and only
if all non-empty non-singleton set, i.e., those with at least two distinct elements,
are distinguishable in PA . We will show that the latter condition is equivalent
to the fact that we could distinguish all 2-sets of states.
If scpSynpA qq “ 2n´n, then in particular all 2-sets are distinguishable. Con-
versely, assume all 2-subsets of Q are distinguishable. Now, we proceed induc-
tively. Suppose the statement is true for k ě 2. Let A,B be two non-empty non-
singleton sets with maxt|A|, |B|u ď k`1. We can assume maxt|A|, |B|u “ k`1,
for otherwise the induction hypothesis gives the claim. We distinguish two cases
for the cardinalities of A and B.
(i) |B| ă |A| “ k ` 1.
Then |A| ě 3. Choose two distinct 2-sets tq1, q2u, tq3, q4u Ď A. By hypoth-
esis, the 2-sets are distinguishable, so we find a word w P Σ such that one
is mapped to a singleton, but not the other. Then |δpA,wq| ă |A|. And as
|δptq1, q2, q3, q4u, wq| ě 2, the set δpA,wq is not a singleton set. If δpB,wq is a
singleton, then w distinguishes A and B. Otherwise 2 ď |δpB,wq| ď |B| ď k
and we can apply the induction hypothesis to δpA,wq and δpB,wq. So, if u
distinguishes these two sets, then wu distinguishes A and B.
(ii) |B| “ |A| “ k ` 1.
By the same argument as in (i), we find w P Σ˚ such that 2 ď |δpA,wq| ď k.
If δpB,wq is a singleton, than both sets are distinguished. Otherwise, if
|δpB,wq| “ k ` 1, we continue with δpA,wq and δpB,wq as in case (i). If
2 ď |δpB,wq| ď k, then we apply the induction hypothesis.
Working our way up to k “ |Q|, we see that we can distinguish all non-empty
non-singleton subsets of Q in PA . As A is assumed to be completely reachable,
the minimal automaton has 2n ´ n states, i.e., scpSynpA qq “ 2n ´ n. [\
8.2 Proof of Corollary 1 (See page 5)
Corollary 1. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δq be a completely reachable semi-automaton with
n states. Then we can decide in polynomial time if scpSynpA qq “ 2n ´ n.
Proof. We essentially use the table filling minimization algorithm from [11]. Note
that, in general, for an automaton A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q, two states tp, qu are
distinguishable if and only if
5 A set is called a singleton set, if it contains precisely one element.
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1. |tp, qu X F | “ 1, or
2. there exists x P Σ such that tδpp, xq, δpq, xqu are distinguishable.
This observation directly gives the algorithm, which is called table filling as we
can tabulate the
`
|Q|
2
˘
pairs and successively mark pairs, beginning with the pairs
fulfilling the first condition above, until no pair changes anymore. By associating
with each pair, which is not distinguished so far, a list of pairs that lead into
this pair, which is updated accordingly with condition two above, such that each
pair is contained in at most |Σ| many lists, a algorithm running in time Op|Q|2q
is possible. I refer to [11] for details.
But the essential observation for our purpose is that the start state is ir-
relevant for this algorithm, and that the algorithm could independently run on
subsets S Ď Q such that δpS, xq Ď S for each x P Σ.
Now suppose A “ pΣ,Q, δq is completely reachable. Construct the automa-
ton P2 “ pΣ,Q2, δ, s0, F q with F “ ttqu | q P Qu, s0 P Q2 arbitrary and
Q2 “ ttq, q
1u | q, q1 P Qu, i.e., we only take the 2-subsets and the singleton sets
of Q as states. Note that, as |δpS,wq| ď |S| for any S Ď Q, the semi-automaton is
complete and we have δpQ2, xq Ď Q2. Then, run the table filling algorithm on P2
to find out if the pairs are distinguishable in P2. And, by the previous remarks,
a pair state tp, qu is distinguishable in P2 if and only if it is distinguishable in
PA . [\
8.3 Proof of Proposition 2 (See page 6)
Proposition 2. Let G “ xg1, . . . , gky ď Sn be a permutation group and f :
rns Ñ rns a non-permutation. Set Σ “ tg1, . . . , gk, fu and A “ pΣ, rns, δq with
δpm, gq “ gpmq for m P rns and g P Σ. If n ą 2 and scpSynpA qq “ 2n ´ n, then
G is transitive and A completely reachable.
Proof. Suppose n ą 2. As scpSynpA qq “ 2n´n, in PA the sets of size n´ 1 are
reachable6. Hence f must have rank n´ 1. Suppose, without loss of generality,
that fprnsq “ t1, . . . , n´ 1u. Let A Ď rns be any set of size n´ 1. So, if we could
reach A in A , it must be by a word containing at least one f , for otherwise it
would only permute rns. Hence, we have g P G and some h P TA such that A “
gpfphprnsqqq. As |A| “ n´1 we must have |fphprnsq| “ n´1. But for anyB Ď rns,
if |fpBq| “ n´ 1, then fpBq “ t1, . . . , n´ 1u. Hence A “ gpt1, . . . , n´ 1uq. But
then, as g is bijective, gpt0uq “ rnszA. As A was chosen arbitrarily, we could map
0 to any other element, i.e., G is transitive. So, if any singleton set is reachable,
all singleton sets must be reachable from each other, i.e., the automaton A is
strongly connected, and maximal state complexity of SynpA q implies that A is
completely reachable. [\
8.4 Proof of Corollary 3 (See page 6)
Proposition 3. Every sync-maximal permutation group is primitive.
Proof. By our definition, every permutation group of degree n ď 2 is primi-
tive. Note that this might be different in the literature, but is in concordance
6 This argument only works for n ą 2. If n “ 2, as singletons sets are not distin-
guishable, if the state complexity is maximal, the singleton sets do not need to be
reachable from Q. Also see Remark 2.
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with [4]. If n ą 2, then, by Proposition 2, the automaton is completely reachable.
Hence, by Theorem 3, the group G is primitive. Alternatively, by noting that
scpSynpA qq “ 2n´n implies that the automaton A has at least one synchroniz-
ing word, i.e., the transformation monoid admits a constant map. Then invoking
Theorem 1 gives primitivity. [\
8.5 Proof of Proposition 4 (See page 7)
Proposition 4. If G ď Sn is 2-homogeneous, then G is sync-maximal.
Proof. Assume n ą 1, otherwise the statement is trivially true. Suppose G “
xg1, . . . , gky is 2-homogeneous and let f : rns Ñ rns be of rank n ´ 1. With-
out loss of generality, assume fp0q “ fp1q. As every 2-homogeneous permuta-
tion group is primitive [4], by Theorem 3, the semi-automaton A is completely
reachable. By Lemma 1, it is enough to show that all 2-sets are distinguish-
able. Let tq1, q2u, tq3, q4u Ď Q be two distinct 2-sets. By 2-homogeneity of G,
we find g P G such that gptq1, q2uq “ t0, 1u. Then gptq3, q4uq ‰ t0, 1u. Hence,
|fpgptq1, q2uqq| “ 1 and |fpgptq3, q4uqq| “ 2, and the function fg could be written
as a word over Σ. [\
8.6 Proof of Lemma 2 (See page 7)
Lemma 2. Let Σ “ ta, bu be a binary alphabet and A “ pΣ,Q, δq a finite semi-
automaton with n ą 2 states. Then, the following conditions are equivalent:
1. every subset of size n´ 1 is reachable,
2. exactly one letter acts as a cyclic permutation with a single orbit and the
other letter has rank n´ 1.
Proof. Let us denote the rank of a function f : rns Ñ rns by rkpfq. Note that
rkpfgq ď mintrkpfq, rkpgqu (4)
for functions f, g : rns Ñ rns. Set n “ |Q|. First, assume that every subset of size
n´ 1 is reachable. Then some letter, say a, must have rank |Q| ´ 1. For, if not,
then any word w P ta, bu˚ has rank |Q|, if it is composed out of permutations,
or a rank strictly smaller than |Q| ´ 1 , if some letter of rank strictly smaller
than |Q| ´ 1 appears in it, by Equation (4). Set S “ δpQ, aq. If rkpbq ď |Q| ´ 2,
then no other subset T ‰ S of size |Q| ´ 1 would be reachable by Equation (4).
So, assume rkpbq “ |Q| ´ 1 and set T “ δpQ, bq. Write Q “ tsu Y S “ ttu Y T
with s, t P Q. Let R Ď Q with |R| “ |Q| ´ 1 and R R tS, T u. Then tr, su Ď R.
But, inductively, for every w P ta, bu˚, we have either s R δpQ,wq, if w ends with
a, or t R δpQ,wq, if w ends with b. So, R is not reachable. Hence rkpbq “ n,
i.e., b permutes Q. Note that every set R ‰ S of size |Q| ´ 1 could be written
as R “ δpQ, abnq for some n ě 1, as the condition R ‰ S implies s P R. Now,
suppose the permutation given by b has two distinct orbits A,B Ď Q. Then one
orbit, say A, is contained entirely in S, i.e. A Ď S. But then, A Ď δpS, bmq for
each m ě 0. So, by the previous observations, subsets R of size |Q| ´ 1 that do
not fully contain A would not be reachable. Hence, b has only a single orbit.
Now, conversely assume that the letter a has rank n ´ 1 and the letter b
permutes the states in a single cycle. Set S “ δpQ, aq and write Q “ S Y tsu.
Let R Ď Q be any subsets of size n´ 1 and let r P QzR. Then, δps, bmq “ r for
some m ě 0. But then, as b is bijective, δpS, abmq “ R. Hence, every subset of
size n´ 1 is reachable. [\
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8.7 Proof of Corollary 3 (See page 8)
Corollary 3. Let Σ be a binary alphabet and A “ pΣ,Q, δq a semi-automaton
with n ą 2 states. If scpSynpA qq “ 2n ´ n, then A is completely reachable.
Proof. If scpSynpA qq “ 2n´n, then in PA all non-empty non-singleton sets are
reachable from the start state Q and at least one singleton set must be reachable.
In particular, all subsets of size n´1 are reachable. By Lemma 2 some letter acts
as a cyclic permutation of the whole state set, hence the automaton is strongly
connected and so, as at least one singleton set is reachable, every singleton set
is reachable. [\
8.8 Proof of Proposition 5 (See page 8)
Proposition 5. Let ta, bu Ď Σ and suppose A “ pΣ,Q, δq has n states. Assume
the letter b permutes the states with a single orbit and the letter a has rank n´1.
Then all 2-sets are distinguishable in PA , if we can find a state q P Q and a
number d ą 0 coprime to n such that for each 0 ă m ă n we7 either have
δpq, bmaq “ δpq, abn`m´dq (1)
or, but only in case m is not divisible by d,
δpq, abrq “ δpq, bmaq or δpq, bmabrq “ δpq, aq (2)
for some number 0 ď r ă n divisible by d.
Proof. Choose the notation for q P Q and r, d ą 0 as in the statement. Suppose
n ą 1. Note that δpq, bdaq “ δpq, aq, where δpq, bdq ‰ q, as d is coprime to
n. Hence, as a has rank n ´ 1, it is injective on Qztqu. Choose 0 ď s ă n
such that δpq, aq “ δpq, bsq. Then note that, as δpq, bmaq “ δpq, bs`n`m´dq or
δpq, bmaq “ δpq, bs`rq or δpq, bmaq “ δpq, bs`n´rq, the set of these equations
together with the state δpq, aq completely determine the action of the letter a.
Let tp0, q0u, ts0, t0u Ď Q be two distinct 2-sets. We want to show that we
can distinguish them in PA . First, let u P b
˚ be such that δpq0, uq “ q. By
applying u to both subsets of Q, we can assume that q0 “ q with respect to
distinguishability. Write p0 “ δpq0, b
m0q for some 0 ă m0 ă n. Define, for i ě 0,
the sequences tpiu, tqiu, tsiu and ttiu by
xi`1 “ δpxi, ab
n´sq, x P tp, q, s, tu
where p0, qo, s0, t0 are given as above. Also set 0 ď mi ă n with δpqi, b
miq “ pi.
Then, we have the following.
Claim 1: For all i ě 0 we have qi “ q.
Proof of Claim 1. It is q0 “ q by definition. Then, inductively assuming
qi “ q, as δpq, aq “ δpq, b
sq, we have qi`1 “ δpqi, ab
n´sq “ δpq, abn´sq “
δpq, bnq “ q. [\
7 Note that 0 ă m ă n implies δpq, bmq ‰ q. Also note that we added n on the right
hand side to account for values d ą 1. In Proposition 7 we only subtract one from
the exponent of b, which is always non-zero and strictly smaller than n, and so we do
not needed this “correction for the b-cycle” in case of resulting negative exponents.
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Claim 2: Let i ě 0 and suppose |tpi, qiu| “ |tsi, tiu| “ 2. If pi`1 “ qi`1,
then si ‰ ti; and if si`1 “ ti`1, then pi`1 ‰ qi`1.
Proof of Claim 2. As b is a permutation of Q and a has rank n´ 1, the
transformation given by the word abn´s has rank n´ 1. So, as precisely
one pair is collapsed, we have that if tpi, qiu ‰ tsi, tiu and both are 2-
subsets, then tpi`1, qi`1u ‰ tsi`1, ti`1u, as only |tpi`1, qi`1, si`1, ti`1u| P
t2, 3, 4u is possible because at most one 2-set could be collapsed. Note
that, as by assumption tp0, q0u ‰ ts0, t0u, this gives inductively tpi, qiu ‰
tsi, tiu for all i with |tpi, qiu| “ |tsi, tiu| “ 2. As |tpi, qiu| “ |tsi, tiu| “ 2
is assumed in the claim, we have tpi, qiu ‰ tsi, tiu and as at most one
pair could be collapsed the claim follows. [\
Claim 3: There exists some i ą 0 such that pi “ qi “ q.
Proof of Claim 3. First, suppose we have some i ě 0 and |tpi, qiu| “ 2
such that, after reading the letter a, Equation (2) applies, i.e., we have
δpqi, ab
rq “ δpqi, b
miaq or δpqi, b
miabrq “ δpqi, aq.
Write r “ md for some m ą 0.
(i) Suppose δpqi, ab
rq “ δpqi, b
miaq “ δppi, aq.
Then pi`1 “ δppi, ab
n´sq “ δpqi, ab
n´s`rq “ δpqi`1, b
rq “ δpqi, b
rq,
using qi “ q, by Claim (i), and δpq, ab
n´sq “ q. Then δppi`1, aq “
δpq, braq. As r ” 0 pmod nq, Equation (1) must apply, and, as 0 ă
r ă n, we find
δppi`1, aq “ δpq, ab
n`r´dq,
which equals δpq, abr´dq as r ´ d ě 0. So, pi`2 “ δppi`1, ab
n´sq “
δpq, abn´s`r´dq “ δpδpq, abn´s, br´dq “ δpq, br´dq. Continuing in-
ductively for m´ 1 additional steps, we find
pi`1`m “ δpq, b
r´mrq “ q “ qi`1`m.
(ii) Suppose δpqi, b
miabrq “ δpqi, aq.
As pi “ δpqi, b
miq, we have δppi, ab
rq “ δpqi, aq. Hence, for 0 ď j ă
n such that δppi, ab
jq “ q, we have δpqi, ab
jq “ δpδppi, ab
rq, bjq “
δpδppi, ab
jq, brq “ δpq, brq. Then we can write r “ md and proceed
exactly as in Case (i), to find
δptq, δpq, brqu, pabn´sqmq “ tqu.
So that δptδppi, aq, δppi, ab
rqqu, bjpabn´sqmqq “ tqu.
Otherwise, after reading the letter a in the process of constructing the
sequences pi and qi, only Equation (1) applies. As d is coprime to n, we
find k ě 0 such that m´ kd ” 0 pmod nq, i.e., m´ kd` ln“ 0 for some
k ě l (as 0 ď m ă n, we have l ď k, for l ą k would imply ln ą kd, and
so we could not have ln`m “ kd). But note that l ď 0 is possible. By
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Equation (1) and using k ě l,
pk “ δpp0, pab
n´sqkq
“ δpq0, b
mpabn´sqkq rp0 “ δpq0, b
mqs
“ δpq, bmpabn´sqkq [q0 “ q]
“ δpq, bmabn´spabn´sqk´1q
“ δpq, abn`m´dbn´spabn´sqk´1q [Equation (1)]
“ δpq, bn`m´dpabn´sqk´1q [δpq, abn´sq “ q]
“ δpq, ab2n`m´2dbn´spabn´sqk´2q
...
“ δpq, bpk´1qn`m´pk´1qdabn´sq
“ δpq, bkn`m´kdq
“ δpq, bkn´lnq
“ δpq, bpk´lqnq “ q “ qk.
So, the wordw “ pabn´sqk maps both states tp0, q0u to the same state q.[\
The Claims (2) and (3) imply that we have some word w P pabn´sq˚ which
collapses precisely one 2-set. For, by Claim (3), we must have some smallest
i ą 0 such that |tpi´1, qi´1u| “ |tsi´1, ti´1u| “ 2 and either pi “ qi, or si “ ti,
but not both could be equal by Claim (2) and the minimality of i. [\
8.9 Proof of Proposition 6 (See page 9)
Proposition 6. Let n ą 5 be odd. Then we have scpSynpKnqq “ 2
n ´ n.
Proof. First, we will show, using Proposition 1, that the automata Kn, for odd
n ą 5, are completely reachable. Then, we will show, using Proposition 5, that
all 2-subsets of states are distinguishable in the power automaton PKn . With
Lemma 1, this would then give scpSynpKnqq “ 2
n ´ n.
1. For n ą 5 odd, the automata Kn are completely reachable.
We have two letters, the letter a has rank n´ 1 and the letter b is a cyclic
permutation of all the states. Also δpQ, aq “ Qztn ´ 1u, δ´1p3, aq “ t0, 2u
and δpn´1, b4q “ 3. If n is odd, then n and 4 are coprime. We have listed the
prerequisites of Proposition 1, hence applying it gives that Kn is completely
reachable.
2. For n ą 5 odd, in Kn all 2-sets are distinguishable in PKn .
Let q “ 0. Then
δpq, baq “ 2 “ δpq, abn´1q “ δpq, abn`1´2q.
For m P t2, . . . , n´ 3u, we have δp0, bmq “ m and
δpq, bmaq “ m` 1 “ δp3, bm´2q “ δpq, abm´2q “ δpq, abn`m´2q.
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The value m “ n ´ 2 does not follow the above pattern, but we have
δpq, bn´2ab2q “ δp1, b2q “ 3 “ δpq, aq. And lastly, for m “ n´ 1, we have
δpq, bn´1aq “ q “ δpq, abn´1´2q.
So, with d “ 2 and r “ 2, for odd n, as then n ´ 2 is not divisible by d,
and with q “ 0, the prerequisites of Proposition 5 are fulfilled and give the
claim.
So, both statements taken together with Lemma 1 yield scpSynpKnqq “ 2
n´n. [\
8.10 Proof of Proposition 7 (See page 9)
Proposition 7. Let Σ “ ta, bu and suppose A “ pΣ,Q, δq has n states and is
completely reachable with the letter a having rank n´1 and the letter b permuting
the states with a single orbit. Then scpSynpA qq “ 2n ´ n if we can find a state
q P Q such that for all 0 ď m ď tn{2u´ 1 we have
δpq, bm`1aq “ δpq, abmq. (3)
Proof. Let q P Q be the state from the statement. Note that, as δpq, baq “ δpq, aq
and a has rank n ´ 1, the letter a acts injective on Qztqu. Also, on all states
δpq, bkq with 0 ď k ď tn{2u the action of a is determined by the state δpq, aq.
We will show that all 2-sets of states are distinguishable in PA . By Lemma 1,
this will give our claim. Let ts, tu, tp, ru Ď Q be two distinct 2-sets. Choose
m1,m2 ą 0 minimal such that
δps, bm1q “ t or δpt, bm1q “ s (5)
and
δpp, bm2q “ r or δpr, bm2q “ p. (6)
As δpt, bm1q “ s if and only if δps, bn´m1q “ t, and similarly for tp, ru, we
have 0 ă m1,m2 ď tn{2u. We will do induction on mintm1,m2u. Without loss
of generality, assume m1 ď m2 and δps, b
m1q “ t. Choose 0 ď k ă n such that
δps, bkq “ q. Then, by assumption, δps, bk`m1aq “ δps, bkabm1´1q. We distinguish
two cases.
(i) Suppose s R tp, ru. Then q R δptp, ru, bkq. As a acts injective on Qztqu, we
have |δptp, ru, bkaq| “ 2. If m1 “ 1,then
δps, bkaq “ δps, bkabm1´1q “ δps, bk`m1aq “ δpt, bkaq.
Hence |δpts, tu, bkaq| “ 1 and the sets ts, tu and tp, ru are distinguished in
PA by b
ka. If m1 ą 1, then δps, b
kabm1´1q “ δps, bk`m1aq “ δpt, bkaq. As
0 ă m1 ´ 1 ă tn{2u, we have |tδps, b
kaq, δpt, bkaqu| “ 2. Hence, for the two
2-sets
tδps, bkaq, δpt, bkaqu and tδpp, bkaq, δpr, bkaqu
the minimal powers of b that map them to each other, i.e., fulfill the cor-
responding Equations (5) and (6), have strictly smaller exponents than
mintm1,m2u. So, we can use our induction hypothesis, implying that some
word u P Σ˚ maps one set to a singleton set, but not the other. Then bkau
would distinguish ts, tu and tp, ru.
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(ii) Suppose s P tp, ru. Without loss of generality, assume δpp, bm2q “ r. If
s “ p, then m1 “ m2 would imply r “ t, which is excluded as both 2-sets
are assumed to be distinct. Hence, as m1 “ mintm1,m2u, we have m1 ă m2.
If m1 “ 1, then, as in case (i), we have |δpts, tu, b
kaq| “ 1, but
δpq, bq R tδpp, bkq, δpr, bkqu.
As δpq, bq “ δpr, bkq would imply, as b is a permutation, that δpp, bq “
r. But, as p “ s, δpp, bkq “ q, and δpp, bm2q “ r is minimal with 1 ă
m2 ă tn{2u. Hence δpp, bq “ r would contradict the minimality of m2.
So, as a acts injective on Qztδpq, bqu, as it only collapses tq, δpq, bqu, we
have |tδpp, bkq, δpr, bkqu| “ 2. So, the word bka distinguishes ts, tu and tp, ru.
Now suppose m1 ą 1. Then, as in case (i), δps, b
kabm1´1q “ δpt, bkaq and
|tδps, bkaq, δpt, bkaqu| “ 2. Similarly, as 1 ă m2 ă n, we get |tδpp, b
kaq, δpr, bkaqu| “
2. But, again, the minimal powers of b that map them to each other, i.e.,
fulfill the corresponding Equations (5) and (6), have strictly smaller ex-
ponents than mintm1,m2u. So, we can use our induction hypothesis, im-
plying that some word u P Σ˚ maps one set to a singleton set, but not
the other. Then bkau would distinguish ts, tu and tp, ru. If we have s “ r,
then δpr, bn´m2q “ p. Similarly to the case s “ p, we have m1 ă n ´ m2.
As m1 ă n ´ m2 ă n, we can argue like in the previous case s “ p to
find either two new 2-sets with a stricly smaller induction parameter, or
one is a singleton, but not the other. Note that for 1 ă m ă n we have
|δptq, δpq, bmqu, aq| “ 2.
So, by induction, we can distinguish all 2-sets in PA . [\
8.11 Proof of Proposition 8 (See page 10)
Proposition 8. A k-reachable permutation group is k-homogeneous.
Proof. Let f : rns Ñ rns with fpt0, . . . , k ´ 1uq “ tku and fpiq “ i for i P
tk, . . . , n´ 1u. Suppose A “ tα1, . . . , αku Ď Ω is a subset with k elements, then
we have some mapping g in the transformation monoid generated by G and f
such that gpΩq “ ΩzA. Write8 g “ u1fu2f ¨ ¨ ¨ fum with ui, i P t1, . . . ,mu,
a (possibly empty) product of elements from G. Now |gpΩq| “ n ´ k implies
|fpu2pf ¨ ¨ ¨ fpumpΩqq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq| “ n ´ k. But this gives fpu2pf ¨ ¨ ¨ fpumpΩqq ¨ ¨ ¨ qq “
tk, . . . , n ´ 1u, i.e., the entire image of f . Hence, u1ptk, . . . , n ´ 1uq “ ΩzA, or
u1pt0, . . . , k ´ 1uq “ A. [\
8 We use the convention that for f : AÑ B, g : C Ñ B, the composition fg : C Ñ A
is the function pfgqpxq “ fpgpxqq for x P C.
